For “First and Second Reading”
Unanimous Approval

Courses

New:

**CLE Spring 2020/Pathways Spring 2020**

**College of Science**

ECON 3054: Introduction to Forecasting (CLE Area 5, Pathways Advanced Quantitative and Computational Thinking G05a, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5259)

ECON 3134 (BDS 3134): Choice and Behavior (CLE Area 3, Pathways Reasoning in the Social Sciences G03, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5202)

GEOS 1064: Climate History: Past, Present, and Future (CLE Areas 4 and 7, Pathways Reasoning in the Natural Sciences G04, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5309)

Revised:

**CLE Spring 2020/Pathways Spring 2020**

**College of Agriculture and Life Sciences**

HORT 2164: Floral Design (CLE Area 6, Pathways Critique and Practice in Design and the Arts G06ad, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5267)

Pathways Spring 2020

**College of Engineering**

BMES 4015-4016: BME Senior Design & Project (Pathways Advanced Discourse G01a, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5279)

ENGE 1414: Foundations of Engineering Practice (Pathways Critique and Practice in Design G06d, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5256)

**College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences**

PR 3144: Writing and Editing for Public Relations (Pathways Advanced Discourse G01a, Ethical Reasoning G10) (CM 5197)

Discontinued:
College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences

EDCI 3004: Pre-Education Seminar (Was CLE Area 3, Pathways Reasoning in the Social Sciences G03, Intercultural and Global Awareness G11) Effective Fall 2020 (CM 5440)